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Zeolites are microporous solids which are formed by a three-
dimensional network of tetrahedrally oxygen-coordinated frame-
work atoms (e.g., Si, Ti, Al, B, Ga, ...), and they are important
catalysts for commercial applications.1 However, the location of
the active sites is unknown in most zeolites, preventing a
mechanistic understanding of catalytic function. To study a
possible influence of the structure directing agent (SDA) on the
genesis of the charge center distribution (e.g. BO4/2

-), we have
investigated the relative orientation of the SDA in the zeolite
channels toward the heteroatoms in two borosilicate zeolites.

To this end, the13C{11B} rotational echo double resonance
(REDOR) NMR method was employed which has been developed
to measure the spatial proximity between two different NMR
nuclei.2 The technique is used to study the boron distribution
aroundN,N,N-trimethyl-(-)-cis-myrtanylammonium ions, TMMA,
in B-CIT-1,3 and aroundN-methyl-(-)-sparteinium ions, MSP,
in B-SSZ-24.4 The REDOR method already has been applied
successfully to other problems in zeolite science.5

In the REDOR experiment, the decay of transverse magnetiza-
tion due to heteronuclear dipolar coupling is measured in an
element- and site-selective manner: First, a spectrum is acquired
using a rotor-synchronized spin-echo pulse sequence where the
NMR intensity (S0) of the nucleus of interest is observed as for
example13C nuclei of TMMA (Figure 1a). A second spectrum
(REDOR spectrum) is then acquired with the spin-echo pulse
sequence applied to the observed nuclei while additional rotor-
synchronized 180° pulses are applied to the coupled nuclei (e.g.
11B in the zeolite framework, Figure 1b) during the rotor period.
Theseπ-pulses serve to reintroduce the dipolar coupling that is
otherwise eliminated by magic-angle spinning (MAS). The
resulting difference signal,∆S) S0 - S(Figure 1c), depends on
the strength of the dipolar coupling as well as the dipolar evolution
time,NTr (N is the number of rotor cycles andTr the rotor period).
The normalized REDOR difference,∆S/S0, is shown in Figure
1d as a function of evolution time for C1, C2, C7, C8/C9, and
C11 of the TMMA cation in B-CIT-1. The other13C resonances
are not resolved well enough, and some intensities are too small
for detailed analyses.

To estimate the expected minimum dipole coupling from the
boron content of the framework6 a virtual C atom was placed in
the center of the channel, and a lattice summation of the second
moment of the13C-11B heteronuclear dipole interaction was
calculated assuming a statistical distribution of boron over the
framework. The corresponding REDOR curve was calculated

using an approximation valid for short dipolar evolution times,7

assuming selective irradiation of the central|+1/2〉 T |-1/2〉
coherences of11B (solid line in Figure 1d,11B rf nutation fre-
quency was 62.5 kHz). This curve represents the minimum
background for a virtual C atom in the center of the zeolite channel
for a statistical boron distribution. If boron would be randomly
oriented relative to the SDA, then all13C lines would yield the
same initial REDOR effect close to or above the solid line.
However, the experimental data show that C11 yields an overall
stronger effect than the other C atoms of TMMA. Accordingly,
at least partial ordering of boron near the fragment of the SDA
(i.e., C11) with the highest positive charge density exists for
zeolite B-CIT-1.

A rigorous quantitative analysis of the evolution of∆S/S0 values
in Figure 1d in terms of B-C distances was not possible due to
several factors. First, the contributions of the different11B Zeeman
levels to the REDOR dephasing are difficult to quantify, because
the quadrupole coupling constant is only 210 kHz. Second,2H
NMR of TMMA partially deuterated at C11 revealed a two-axes
motion about the N-C11 and N-C10 bonds. The effect of this
motion on the REDOR curve cannot be calculated, because it is
unknown how the B-C distance vector is oriented relative to
these rotation axes. Finally, based on the lattice background it is
doubtful whether the two-spin approximation is valid here.

Nevertheless, the motion of the SDA does not interfere with
the main conclusion that C11 is on the average in closer proximity
to boron than the other carbons. The difference in13C-11B dipolar
coupling strength would be even larger if the aforementioned two-
axes rotations were frozen out at low temperatures.8

Figure 2 shows the results on zeolite B-SSZ-24. The13C{1H}
CPMAS spin-echo NMR spectrum of the MSP guest molecule
(Figure 2a) can be divided into two main regions which differ in
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Figure 1. (a) 13C{1H} CPMAS spin-echo NMR, (b)13C{1H}-11B
REDOR spectrum, (c) difference spectrum, (d) evolution of∆S/S0 values
for zeolite B-CIT-1 with TMMA. The solid line represents the initial
REDOR curve attributed to the lattice background (see text).
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the resolution of the lines. While the signals between 15 and 40
ppm overlap heavily, the lines between 40 and 80 ppm are clearly
resolved which makes possible an unambiguous peak assignment
by comparison with liquid NMR spectra. Only the REDOR effect
of the lines in this latter range are quantitatively analyzed. The
evolution of ∆S/S0 values is shown in Figure 2b. The resolved
carbon nuclei can be divided into those with a relatively strong
13C-11B heteronuclear dipole interaction (C1, C2), those having
an interaction of intermediate strength (C6, C8, C15), and weakly
interacting species (C9, C13). Static and MAS2H NMR spectra
of the methyl-deuterated compound indicate only a motion of the
methyl group about the C-N axis which leaves the13C-11B
dipole interaction unaffected.

The corresponding minimum background dipole interaction
under selective irradiation of central spin states of11B is again
illustrated by the solid line in Figure 2b,9 and the experimental
data points for C9 and C13 can be well explained by this lattice
background.10 On the other hand, the data clearly show that C1
and C2 which are next to the quaternized nitrogen atom of the
SDA are closest to the boron atoms in the zeolite framework.
Interestingly, C9 and C13 show the smallest13C-11B dipole
coupling constant although they are also near a nitrogen atom in
the SDA which is, however, not quaternized. Additionally, the
REDOR effects of C6, C8, and C15 show that these C atoms

also have13C-11B dipolar couplings that are above the lattice
background. These results clearly indicate partial ordering of
boron around the SDA.

We have simulated the REDOR evolution of C1 and C2 with
an analytical two-spin model that is a reasonable approximation
based on the comparatively small background interaction. If only
the central spin states,|(1/2〉, contribute to the effect (selective
case), then a dipole coupling constant of 120( 10 Hz (C-B
distance 4.3( 0.1 Å) results (broken line in Figure 2b). This
analysis takes into account the stoichiometric factor of 0.6 for
the number density of boron atoms per SDA. Under nonselective
conditions the dipole coupling constant has to be scaled by a factor
of 3 for 11B nuclei that are in spin states|(3/2〉 instead of
|(1/2〉.11 Data analysis in terms of this model would yield a C-B
distance of 6.4 Å. The aforementioned estimations of the lattice
background for B-CIT-1 and B-SSZ-24 suggest selective rather
than nonselective conditions. Interestingly, the shortest distance
between C atoms of tetrapropylammonium cations and tetrahedral
framework atoms in zeolite ZSM-5 is 4.2 Å,12 which is in
excellent agreement with our result for selective conditions.

For both zeolites, B-CIT-1 and B-SSZ-24, a preferential dipole
interaction between11B and those13C nuclei is observed, which
are near the fragment of the SDA with the largest positive charge
density. These results are in good agreement with a study of
Shantz et al., who investigated the aluminum distribution in zeolite
ZSM-12, which was made in the presence of benzyltrimethylam-
monium ions with various versions with selective deuteration.13

In the latter work especially29Si{1H} REDOR experiments pro-
vided the most significant indication of charge ordering. However,
those experiments have a lower spatial resolution than the
13C{11B} REDOR method suggested here because of the larger
volume of an Al(OSi)4 site compared to a corresponding boron
center. Another charge ordering effect was found for anionic
defect sites and the SDA in zeolite nonasil.14

In summary,13C-11B rotational echo double resonance is a
suitable and direct method to investigate the spatial ordering
between boron in the zeolite framework and the structure directing
agents. These results are the first proof of a local charge ordering
of boron atoms in zeolite frameworks, and they have large
implications on the synthesis design of these catalysts. The
positive charge of the SDA induces the boron atoms to be
preferentially implanted nearby for zeolites B-CIT-1 and
B-SSZ-24. Future experiments will show how charge ordering
and implanting of catalytic centers can be tailored by the choice
of structure directing agents.
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Figure 2. (a) 13C{1H} CPMAS spin-echo NMR and (b) evolution of
∆S/S0 values for zeolite B-SSZ-24 with MSP cations as SDA. The solid
line represents the initial REDOR curve from the lattice background, and
the broken line corresponds to a theoretical REDOR curve (see text).
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